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Abstract

Mao et al., 2018; Zha et al., 2019].
A few of image paragraph generation approaches have
been proposed very recently. For example, [Krause et al.,
2017] proposed a hierarchical Recurrent Neural Network
for image paragraph generation. [Chatterjee and Schwing,
2018] designed “coherence vectors,” “global topic vectors,”
and incorporated the Variational Autoencoder [Kingma and
Welling, 2013] into paragraph generator. [Che et al., 2018]
explored visual relationships among objects to improve paragraph generation. However, these approaches optimize paragraph generator by minimizing cross-entropy loss between
the generated paragraph and ground truth. Such word-wise
matching loss neglects the hierarchical linguistic structure
within paragraph. This results in “sparse” supervision cues,
hindering the learning of effective paragraph generator, especially when it is complicated. Moreover, these methods
enforce the generator to maximize the likelihood of generating target sequence given ground-truth paragraph, resulting in
“exposure bias” in inference [Bengio S, 2015]. In particular,
[Liang et al., 2017] proposed an adversarial model between
paragraph generator and multi-level discriminators, towards
diverse and coherent paragraph descriptions. However, the
guiding signal from discriminators is sparse and not necessarily preserve effective information for generator to sufficiently
learn.
In this paper, we propose a novel Densely Supervised Hierarchical Policy-Value (DHPV) network for effective image
paragraph generation. We design novel hierarchical dense supervisions, consisting of hierarchical rewards and values at
both word and sentence levels, for effective generator learning by exploiting the “token-sentence-paragraph” hierarchy.
Moreover, the proposed hierarchical policy-value network
models compositionality at token-to-token and sentence-tosentence levels, leading to preservation of semantic and syntactic integrity. In particular, the hierarchical rewards with
respect to a certain evaluation metric consist of sentencelevel and word-level rewards. While the former measures the
metric gain after generating a new sentence conditioned on
preceding sentences, the latter evaluates the metric gain after generating a new word in current sentence. The hierarchical values consist of values at sentence and word levels.
The sentence-level value evaluates the possibility of producing correct paragraph started from preceding sentences under
current policy. The word-level value evaluates the possibility

Image paragraph generation aims to describe an image with a paragraph in natural language. Compared to image captioning with a single sentence,
paragraph generation provides more expressive and
fine-grained description for storytelling. Existing
approaches mainly optimize paragraph generator
towards minimizing word-wise cross entropy loss,
which neglects linguistic hierarchy of paragraph
and results in “sparse” supervision for generator
learning. In this paper, we propose a novel Densely
Supervised Hierarchical Policy-Value (DHPV) network for effective paragraph generation. We design new hierarchical supervisions consisting of hierarchical rewards and values at both sentence and
word levels. The joint exploration of hierarchical rewards and values provides dense supervision
cues for learning effective paragraph generator. We
propose a new hierarchical policy-value architecture which exploits compositionality at token-totoken and sentence-to-sentence levels simultaneously and can preserve the semantic and syntactic
constituent integrity. Extensive experiments on the
Stanford image-paragraph benchmark have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed DHPV approach with performance improvements over multiple state-of-the-art methods.

1

Introduction

Describing visual content with natural language is an emerging and crucial interdisciplinary task at the intersection of
computer vision, natural language processing and artificial
intelligence. Recent works have steadily improved the performance of describing images with a single sentence[Vinyals et
al., 2015; Xu et al., 2015; Mao et al., 2014; You et al., 2016].
However, compressing an image into a single sentence could
only present a coarse description of the rich visual content.
One recent alternative is image paragraph generation which
aims to describe images with a paragraph of detailed and finegrained stories [Krause et al., 2017; Liang et al., 2017; Chatterjee and Schwing, 2018; Che et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018;
∗
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed Densely supervised Hierarchical Policy-Value network . The hierarchical policy network, consisting of
“Manager” and “Worker”, produces paragraph based on visual features v n . The hierarchical value network, consisting of sentence-level and
word-level value modules, evaluates the values of preceding sentences and words respectively towards generating descriptive paragraph. The
hierarchical policy network is learned by exploiting both hierarchical rewards and hierarchal values.

[Mao et al., 2018] combined the topic embedding extracted
by Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) , image and context
to conduct image paragraph generation. [Zha et al., 2019]
proposed a hierarchical context-aware visual policy network
which consider previous visual attentions for the current sentence generation to product coherent and fine-grained paragraphs.
Image captioning is to describe images with a single sentence [Farhadi et al., 2010; Li et al., 2011; Vinyals et al.,
2015; Xu et al., 2015; Mao et al., 2014]. It can be viewed
as a subtask of paragraph generation. Previous approaches
for image captioning could be divided into two categories.
The first category [Farhadi et al., 2010; Li et al., 2011;
Kulkarni et al., 2011] uses bottom-up paradigm to combine
generated words with language models. While the second
category [Vinyals et al., 2015; Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2015;
Xu et al., 2015; Mao et al., 2014] utilizes an encoderdecoder framework, which encodes an image as visual features and then decodes features to a sentence. Recently,
some works utilized sequence-based evaluation metrics as
optimization objective incorporating techniques from reinforcement learning to avoid “exposure bias”. For example,
[Rennie et al., 2017] proposed a Self-Critic Sequence Training (SCST) method to conduct image captioning. [Zhang
et al., 2017] proposed to train image captioning models under actor-critic framework, towards directly optimizing nondifferentiable evaluation metrics of interest. Moreover, [Ren
et al., 2017] utilized a value network to evaluate the value
of all possible extensions of the current state and provided
global and lookahead guidance for inference.

of producing correct sentence started from preceding words.
We first train the hierarchical policy network towards optimizing hierarchical rewards and then reinforce it using hierarchical values. The joint exploration of hierarchical rewards
and values provides dense supervision cues for learning effective generator. The metric-specific rewards empower the
generator to produce paragraphs satisfying the target metric,
the metric-nonspecific values give the generator robustness
across various metrics. Moreover, we avoid “exposure bias”
by using model predicts during training. We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the proposed DHPV approach
on the Stanford image-paragraph benchmark [Krause et al.,
2017] and report superior performance over state-of-the-art
methods.
The main contribution of this paper is three-fold: (1)we
propose a new hierarchical policy-value network for image
paragraph generation; (2)we propose new hierarchical dense
supervisions, consisting of hierarchical rewards and values,
towards learning effective paragraph generator; (3)the proposed approach achieves superior performance in terms of
various performance metrics.

2

Related Work

Image paragraph generation aims to describe a given image
with a descriptive paragraph in natural language. It has attracted increasingly attentions in recent years due to its importance for various applications. [Krause et al., 2017] proposed a hierarchical recurrent neural network (RNN) to produce a generic paragraph for an image. [Liang et al., 2017]
proposed an adversarial model between paragraph generator
and multi-level paragraph discriminations based on Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [Goodfellow et al., 2014],
to encourage coherence among successive sentences within a
paragraph. [Chatterjee and Schwing, 2018] proposed to augment paragraph generator with “coherence vectors,” “global
topic vectors,” and modeling of the inherent ambiguity of
associating paragraphs with images via a variational autoencoder. [Che et al., 2018] explicitly explored visual relationships among objects to improve paragraph generation. [Wang
et al., 2018] utilized auxiliary depth maps of images to guide
the linguistic decoder to reveal spatial relationships among
objects, towards generating logical and coherent paragraphs.

3

Approach

The goal of image paragraph captioning is to describe a given
image I by a paragraph P = {S1 , S2 , · · · , SL }. The i-th
sentence, i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , L}, consists of a series of words
Si = {wi,1 , wi,2 , · · · , wi,T }. In order to apply REINFORCE
algorithm during training, we first cast our problem in the reinforcement learning framework. The agent, i.e. paragraph
generator, chooses an action to execute according to the state.
The state xt is the given image I and the generated sentences
and words xt = {I, S1 , · · · , Si−1 , {wi,1 , wi,2 , · · · , wi,t }},
t ∈ {1, 2, · · · , T }. The action is defined as choosing next
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word wi,t+1 from the dictionary.

3.1

Hierarchical Policy-Value Network

We propose a hierarchical policy-value network to generate
paragraphs for images, which consists of hierarchical policy network and hierarchical value network. The policy network is used to predict paragraph for a given image, while
the value network evaluates the values of preceding sentences
and words within a generated paragraph. As shown in Fig. 1,
the hierarchical policy network consists of a “Manager” and
a “Worker”, while the hierarchical value network contains
value modules at sentence and word levels.
Hierarchical Policy Network
The Manager module is used to infer latent topics for generating a paragraph, where each topic corresponds to a sentence
within the paragraph. The Worker successively generates sentences following the topics provided by Manager to form a
complete paragraph. The Manager consists of a top-down attention LSTM [Anderson et al., 2018] which selectively focuses on relevant regions with image, a Manager LSTM combined with a Multilayer Perceptron(MLP) produces topics of
sentences. The image is represented by a set of feature vectors v = {v 1 , v 2 , · · · , v N }. The top-down attention LSTM
takes the concatenation of ES1:i−1 and v̄ as input and produces an attended ensemble v̂ i by visual attention modeling
as follows,

Figure 2: Illustration of hierarchical value network consisting of
value evaluators at word and sentence levels. The word and sentence values are used to reinforce the “Worker” and “Manager” in
hierarchical policy network, respectively.

Hierarchical Value Network
The sentence-level value network estimates the value of preceding complete sentence S1:i in context of the generated
paragraph. The word-level value network evaluates the value
of preceding sequence wi,1:t in context of the current sentence Si .
As shown in Fig. 2, the word-level value network contains
a LSTM and a MLP. The mean pooled image features v̄ and
each word in the i-th sentence are fed into the LSTM in turn.
The MLP computes the value of wi,1:t based on the output of
LSTM.
(
0
LSTM(v̄)
t=0
0
hi,t =
(7)
LSTM(hi,t−1 , wi,t ) t > 0,

A
hA
i = LSTMA (hi−1 , [ES1:i−1 , v]),

an,i = wTa tanh(Wva v n + Wha hA
i ),
v̂ i =

N
X

(1)

an,i v n ,

n=1

where ES1:i−1 is the encoding of preceding sentences, v̄ =
P
1
vn is the mean pooled image features. wa , Wva ,Wha
N
are trainable parameters, and hA
i is the hidden state.
The Manager LSTM takes the concatenation of v̂ i and hA
i
as input. The latent topics are then produced by the MLP.
M
A
hM
i = LSTMM (hi−1 , [v̂ i , hi ]),

0

v(wi,1:t ) = MLP(hi,t )

The sentence-level value network is also comprised of a
LSTM and a MLP. For a paragraph generated by the policy
network, image features v̄ and each sentence in paragraph
are fed into the sentence-level value LSTM successively. The
sentence is represented by the last hidden state of word-level
value LSTM. The output of sentence-level value LSTM is
processed by MLP to evaluate the value of S1:i in the context of paragraph.
(
00
LSTM(v̄)
i=0
00
0
hi =
(9)
LSTM(hi−1 , MLP(hi,T )) i > 0,

(2)

Ti = MLP(hM
(3)
i ).
A fully connection layer is used to infer the probability µi
of Si being the last sentence of the paragraph.
µi = FC(hM
i ).

(4)

00

Worker module is a single-layer LSTM, which produces
sentences Si by sampling next word wi,t+1 from the dictionary under the guidance of topic vector Ti .

LSTMW (Ti )
t=0
hW
(5)
=
i,t
LSTMW (hW
,
w
)
t > 0,
i,t
i,t−1

v(S1:i ) = MLP(hi )

3.2

(10)

Hierarchical Dense Supervisions

We formulate new hierarchical rewards and hierarchical values, together providing dense supervisions for learning effective paragraph generator. The reward is with respect to a certain evaluation metric, while the value is independent on any
metric. The metric-specific reward empowers the generator
to produce paragraphs satisfying the target metric, the metricnonspecific value gives the generator robustness across various metrics.

The hidden state of Worker LSTM hW
i,t is then successively
fed into a fully connection layer and a softmax layer to predict
next word.
wi,t+1 = Softmax(FC(hW
i,t )).

(8)

(6)
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Hierarchical Values
The hierarchical values at sentence and word levels are estimated by the value network as in Eq.(10) and Eq.(8). In order
to learn the sentence-level value network, we construct training pairs, (I, P + ) and (I, P − ). P + is the ground truth paragraph of image I and P − is the paragraph of other images.
The sentence-level value network is trained by minimizing
the MSE loss kv(S1:i ) − αs k2 . The αs equals to +0.1 for
the sentence sequence S1:i randomly selected from P + . And
αs equals to −0.1 for the sentence sequence S1:i randomly
selected from P − .
To train the word-level value network, we construct training pairs, (I, S + ) and (I, S − ). S + and S − are arbitrary
sentences in P + and P − , respectively. The optimization
objective of word-level value network is kv(w1:t ) − αw k2 .
Each sentence in P + is matching with the image I with
αw = +0.1. However, S − which selected randomly from
P − may match with the given image I and it is hard to define
αw for S − . To track this issue, we adopt the retrieval model
[Frome et al., 2013] to embed sentence S − and image I into a
shared semantic space and calculate visual-semantic similarity Sim(I, S − ), which is viewed as αw for S − . Our retrieval
model is comprised of a RNN and two linear mapping layer.
The embedding feature of sentence S is represented by the
last hidden state of RNN, denoted as hT (S). Embedding sentence feature hT (S) and extracted mean pooled image feature
v̄ are projected into a joint space by WI and WS . The similarity between I and S is computed as follows,

EOS
EOS
EOS

EOS

EOS

Figure 3: Illustration of the rollouts policy. The tokens in green and
yellow are BOS (Beginning Of Sentence) and EOS (End Of Sentence), respectively. The pink tokens represent the words produced
by current model via greedy inference, while blue tokens denote the
corresponding rollout words sampling from the model.

Hierarchical Rewards
We design a hierarchical reward function, which computes
rewards for each sentence in a paragraph as well as that for
each word in a sentence. These rewards are used as optimization objective to train the policy network. The sentence-level
reward is formulated as the metric gain after generating a new
sentence started from the preceding sentences as follows,
r(Si ) = f (S1:i , G) − f (S1:i−1 , G),
(11)
where S1:i−1 is the preceding sentence generated by greedy
inference, G refers to the ground truth paragraph of the given
image, and f (·) denotes a certain evaluation metric. Positive
r(Si ) indicates it is benefit to generate i-th sentence, while
negative means the opposite.
For each word in a sentence, we design a word-level reward to measure the metric gain brought by each word. For
the sake of simplicity, we take i-th sentence in the paragraph
for example. As shown in Fig. 3, at time step t, a partial sequence, denoted as w1:t = {w1 , w2 , · · · , wt } is generated by
the current model using the greedy inference algorithm.
To allocate a reward to wt , we apply rollouts policy [Liu
et al., 2017] based on w1:t for K times and get a series of
rollout sequences:

Sim(I, S) =

WI v̄ · WS hT (S)
.
kWI v̄k · kWS hT (S)k

(15)

The parameters of RNN, WI and WS are learned by optimizing following loss function:
L = max(0, β − Sim(I, S + ) + Sim(I, S − )),

k
k
Ŝ1:t
= {w1:t ; ŵt+1:T
}, k ∈ {1, 2, ..., K}.
(12)
We apply the specific metric f (·) to calculate scores for
rollout sentences. The average of the scores is used to estimate the value of w1:t as follows,
K
1 X
k
v(w1:t |g) =
f (Ŝ1:t
, g),
(13)
K

(16)

where β is the margin. The optimization objective in
Eq.(16) encourages model assign higher score to matching
pair (I, S + ). The matching sentence S + used to train retrieval model can be randomly selected from the P + . To
avoid choosing a sentence similar to the given image from
P − , based on the assumption that at least one mismatching
sentence exists in the P − , we utilize current retrieval model
to calculate the similarity between each sentence in P − and I
and choose the most mismatched sentence as S − to train the
retrieval model.

k=1

where g represents the corresponding sentence in ground
truth paragraph.
Using the policy gradient to update policy network, the expected gradient exhibits high variance with v(w1:t |g). Further, we design word-level reward function as in Eq.(14),
where the value of partial sequence v(w1:t−1 ) plays the role
of baseline to reduce variance.

v(w1:t |g)
t=1
r(wt ) =
(14)
v(w1:t |g) − v(w1:t−1 |g) t > 1
Intuitively, by using the policy gradient with word-level reward to reinforce the policy network, the words assigned with
positive reward are more likely to be sampled. By punishing
words with a negative reward can reduce its sampling probability. The word-level reward function encourages the policy
network to generate more accurate descriptions.

Training Hierarchical Policy Network
We train the policy network in two steps. We first pre-train it
using standard supervised learning with the cross entropy loss
in [Krause et al., 2017]. The loss consists of a sentence-level
loss ls on the distribution µi and a word-level loss lw on the
distribution pi,t for the t-th word in the i-th sentence.
L(I, P ) = λs

L
X
i=1

ls (µi , 1i=L ) + λw

L X
T
X

lw (pi,t , wi,t ),

i=1 t=1

(17)
where λs and λw are hype-parameters to balance the
sentence-level and word-level cross-entropy losses.
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and Schwing, 2018]’, ‘DAM [Wang et al., 2018]’, ‘VRD
[Che et al., 2018]’ and ‘TMOS [Mao et al., 2018]’. Table 1
reports the quantitative performance comparison. We can observe that the proposed DHPV achieves the best performance
in terms of CIDEr and BLEU-{1,2,3,4}. For example, DHPV
improves CIDEr, a specifically designed metric for evaluating captions, by 7.4% over the second best method ‘CAPGVAE [Chatterjee and Schwing, 2018]’. In terms of METEOR,
DHPV has a performance degradation as compared to ‘RTTGAN* [Liang et al., 2017]’, ‘CAPG-VAE [Chatterjee and
Schwing, 2018]’ and ‘TMOS [Mao et al., 2018]’. However,
‘RTT-GAN*’ uses auxiliary data during training. ‘CAPGVAE’ generates several paragraphs for an image and ‘TMOS
[Mao et al., 2018]’ utilizes LDA model to extract topic embedding information. This strategy is beneficial for boosting
METEOR. As compared to the other methods [Karpathy and
Fei-Fei, 2015] [Krause et al., 2017] [Wang et al., 2018] [Che
et al., 2018], which use the benchmark training set without
auxiliary data , DHPV obtains the best performance in terms
of METEOR.

Then, we optimize the policy network using policy gradient algorithm with hierarchical rewards. The Worker policy
πθw are optimized with Manager policy pθm fixed by following loss function:
L(θw ) = −Ewi,t ∼πθw [r(wi,t )].

(18)

Inspired by DDPG [Lillicrap et al., 2015], the goal of training Manager policy pθm is to minimize the negative expected
reward with Worker policy πθw fixed:
L(θm ) = −ETi ∼pθm [r(Si )π(Si |Ti = pθm )].

(19)

Afterward, we further reinforce the policy network by optimizing objective function with hierarchical values as follows,
L(θw ) = −Ewi,t ∼πθw [v(wi,1:t )],
L(θm ) = −ETi ∼pθm [v(S1:i )π(Si |Ti = pθm )].

4
4.1

(20)
(21)

Experiments

4.3

Dataset and Experimental Setting

We conduct experiments on the Stanford image-paragraph
dataset released in [Krause et al., 2017], which consists of
19,551 images in total. The dataset was split into training,
testing and validation subsets with 14,575 images, 2,489 images and 2,487 images, respectively [Krause et al., 2017].
Each image was annotated with a single paragraph, which
contains multiple sentences. Six widely used evaluation metrics BLEU-{1,2,3,4}, METEOR and CIDEr are adopt in our
experiments for quantitative evaluation. We utilize the feature extraction technique in [Johnson et al., 2016], which
combines VGG-16 and a Region Proposal Network(RPN),
to extract 50 regions from an image. Each region is represented by a 4,096 dimensional feature vector. We set the dimension of hidden layers as 512 for all the LSTM cells in
our network. We set the hyper-parameters λs and λw as 5.0
and 1.0, respectively. Following the common setting [Krause
et al., 2017], we generate 6 sentences at most with a maximum of 30 words for each to describe a given image. We
use SGD solver with an initial learning rate of 1e − 4 to
train the network for the first 3 epoch. Then the learning
rate stepped decay every 3 training epochs. In addition, we
sample K = 20 rollout sequences in word-level reward computation. We first pre-train the hierarchical policy network
for 50 epochs with the cross-entropy loss in Eq. (17). Then,
we optimize the “Manager” and “Worker” alternatively. In
particular, we use the sentence-level reward to train “Manager” with “Worker” fixed and use the word-level reward
to update “Worker” with “Manager” fixed. Afterwards, we
reinforce the policy network using the hierarchical values.
The sentence-level and word-level values are used to finetune
“Manager” and “Worker,” respectively.

4.2

Ablation Study

We conduct experiments to evaluate the efficacy of the proposed hierarchical rewards and values for learning paragraph
generator as well as the effectiveness of hierarchical policy
and value networks. Multiple variants of DHPV are evaluated. Table 2 reports the evaluation results. In particular, the baseline DHPV C is the hierarchial policy network
pre-trained by cross-entropy loss. DHPV SR denotes the
policy network of “Manager” trained by sentence-level reward and “Worker” fixed as pre-trained, while DHPV WR
is that of “Worker” trained by word-level reward and “Manager” fixed as pre-trained. DHPV HR refers to the policy
network trained with hierarchical rewards at both sentence
and word levels. Both DHPV SR and DHPV WR outperforms DHPV C. DHPV HR performs the best compared with
them. This indicates that the proposed hierarchical rewards
at sentence and word levels are effective in learning paragraph generator. Moreover, DHPV SV refers to the policy
network of “Manager” reinforced by sentence-level value,
while DHPV WV is that of “Worker” reinforced by wordlevel value. Both DHPV SV and DHPV WV obtain better
performance compared with DHPV HR in terms of all the
six metrics. This demonstrates that the proposed hierarchical sentence-level and word-level values are able to boost the
learning of model. DHPV jointly exploits hierarchical rewards and hierarchial values, augmenting dense supervision
cues for model training. Correspondingly, it achieves the best
performance.
To better understand the DHPV, we illustrate some qualitative visualization of paragraphs generated by DHPV and its
variants in Fig. 4. We can see that the baseline DHPV C repeats similar sentences in the paragraph and DHPV provides
descriptions from different aspects, leading to more informative paragraph.

Comparison to the State-of-the-arts

We compare the proposed DHPV approach to the state-ofthe-art methods, including ‘Image-Flat [Karpathy and FeiFei, 2015]’, ‘Regions-Hierarchical [Krause et al., 2017]’,
‘RTT-GAN* [Liang et al., 2017]’, ‘CAPG-VAE [Chatterjee

5

Conclusions

This paper proposed a new Densely Supervised Hierarchical
Policy-Value (DHPV) network for generating a descriptive
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Ground Truth

DHPV_HR

A large brown and white cow is
standing in a field. The grass is
very tall and has a large white
and white striped tail. The grass
is green and has some brown
spots on it. The grass is a field
of green grass and the trees are
green.

DHPV

A large brown and white cow
is standing in a field. The cow
is standing on a dirt ground.
The grass is very tall and has a
large white and white striped
tail. The sky is blue and white.

A large brown and white cow
is standing in a field. The cow
is standing on the grass. The
cow is walking in the middle
of the photo. The sky is blue
and white.

There is a man in a brown
shirt standing on the grass.
There is a yellow frisbee in
front of the man. There are
trees behind the man.

A man is standing on a grassy
field. The frisbee is white and
has a red and white design on
it. The frisbee is in the air . the
frisbee is red and white. The
grass is green and white. The
trees are green and green.

A man is standing on a grassy
field playing with a frisbee. The
frisbee is white and has a red
and white design on it. The
frisbee is in the air. The frisbee
is red and white. The frisbee is a
red color. There is a large green
tree in front of the building.

A man is standing on a grassy
field on a sunny day. He is
wearing a white shirt and black
shorts. The frisbee is in the air.
The frisbee is white in color.
The grass is green and white.
There is a large green tree in
front of the building.

This photo is taken on a
baseball field. A player is
wearing a white uniform and
white gloves on his hands. He
is holding a dark bat in his
hands. The player is standing
beside a white base that is on
the ground. A catcher is sitting
behind the player wearing a
blue and gray uniform and
holding a brown glove in his
hand.

A baseball player is standing on
a baseball field. The field is
green and has a lot of white
lines on it. The field is white
with a green and white base.
The field is dirt and grass is
green. The field is green with a
white base on the side. The field
is surrounded by a chain link
fence.

A baseball player is standing
on a baseball field. The field is
green and has a white line on
the side of it. The field is white
with a red and white stripe on
it. The field is surrounded by a
green fence.

A baseball player is standing on
a baseball field. The batter is
wearing a white uniform and a
black helmet. The player is
wearing a black and white
uniform. The catcher is standing
behind the batter. The catcher is
wearing a red and white uniform
with a black glove on it. The
catcher is crouched down behind
the player.

DHPV_C

A large white cow is grazing
in the grass. The cow is in a
field with weeds and grass.
There are trees behind the cow.

Figure 4: The visual comparisons between Ground Truth, the proposed DHPV and its two baselines, i.e., DHPV C and DHPV HR.

Method
Image-Flat
Regions-Hierarchical
RTT-GAN*
CAPG-VAE
DAM
VRD
TMOS
DHPV

METEOR
12.82
15.95
18.39
18.62
13.90
17.32
18.6
17.02

CIDEr
11.06
13.52
20.36
20.93
17.30
14.55
20.8
22.47

BLEU-1
34.04
41.9
42.06
42.38
35.00
41.74
43.1
43.35

BLEU-2
19.95
24.11
25.35
25.52
20.20
24.94
25.8
26.73

BLEU-3
12.2
14.23
14.92
15.15
11.70
14.94
14.3
16.92

BLEU-4
7.71
8.69
9.21
9.43
6.60
9.34
8.4
10.99

Table 1: Performance comparison to state-of-the-art methods.

Method
DHPV C
DHPV SR
DHPV WR
DHPV HR
DHPV SV
DHPV WV
DHPV

METEOR
16.10
17.02
17.05
17.07
17.09
17.03
17.02

CIDEr
20.70
21.23
21.31
21.92
22.11
22.40
22.47

BLEU-1
40.35
43.23
43.46
43.26
43.33
43.18
43.35

BLEU-2
24.45
26.68
26.66
26.60
26.61
26.65
26.73

BLEU-3
15.41
16.90
16.84
16.86
16.89
16.91
16.92

BLEU-4
10.03
10.94
10.94
10.98
11.00
11.00
10.99

Table 2: Comparisons among our methods under different configurations.

paragraph for a given image. The DHPV approach formulates
hierarchical rewards and values at both word and sentence
levels, which provides dense supervision cues for learning effective paragraph generator. The hierarchical policy network
infers descriptive and coherent paragraphs following “tokensentence-paragraph” structure, while hierarchical value network evaluates the values of preceding sentences and words.
Moreover, the network is learned by the policy gradient algorithm and thus avoids “exposure bias”. Extensive experimental results have shown that the proposed DHPV approach

outperforms multiple state-of-the-art methods in terms of various performance metrics.
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